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Past Progressive Tense

Complete each sentence !rst with the simple past and then with the past 

progressive forms of the verb given.

2) When they were students, they during weekends.  (meet) 

When they were students, they during weekends.

4) The kids the game when it started raining.   (play) 

The kids the game when it started raining. 

7) The musicians when the power went out.  (perform)

The musicians when the power went out. 

3) I if you could help me with the problem.  (wonder) 

I if you could help me with the problem.

I to eat at home, but I've decided to eat out instead.

8) I to eat at home, but I've decided to eat out instead.  (plan)

5) When Peter reached the o"ce, his boss the car.  (park) 

When Peter reached the o"ce, his boss the car. 

6) I along the beach at this time last Monday.  (walk)

I along the beach at this time last Monday.

1) When the principal arrived, Clarence the lesson.  (teach) 

When the principal arrived, Clarence the lesson. 
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Name : Answer Key

Past Progressive Tense

Complete each sentence !rst with the simple past and then with the past 

progressive forms of the verb given.

2) When they were students, they during weekends.  (meet) met

When they were students, they during weekends.were meeting

4) The kids the game when it started raining.   (play) played

The kids the game when it started raining. were playing

7) The musicians when the power went out.  (perform)performed

The musicians when the power went out. were performing

3) I if you could help me with the problem.  (wonder) wondered

I if you could help me with the problem.was wondering

I to eat at home, but I've decided to eat out instead.was planning

8) I to eat at home, but I've decided to eat out instead.  (plan)planned

5) When Peter reached the o"ce, his boss the car.  (park) parked

When Peter reached the o"ce, his boss the car. was parking

6) I along the beach at this time last Monday.  (walk)walked

I along the beach at this time last Monday.was walking

1) When the principal arrived, Clarence the lesson.  (teach) taught

When the principal arrived, Clarence the lesson. was teaching
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